VIP HOSPITALITY is holding an open interview hiring events with immediate job offers!

Looking to hire Customer Service Agents!

Event Dates:
- Tuesday, August 1, 2023, from Noon – 2pm

Positions:
- Customer Service Agent (Terminal Checkpoints/Int’l Arrivals Facility) – $19.06 – $21.00/hr
  - Shifts vary with start times at 3:45am, 6am, 10am, 11:45am, 1:45pm, 2pm, and 3pm
  - Full-time or part-time

What to expect at the event:
- Sign-in and complete the Airport Jobs registration form (if you haven’t already).
- Those in attendance in the first 10-15 minutes will receive a brief overview of the jobs available and company goals.
- If you haven’t applied online (www.viphospitalityservices.com/careers/) you’ll be asked to complete a paper application.
- You will then meet with a hiring representative from VIP and if selected, receive an offer on-site or by the end of the day.

Hiring Event Location - Airport University Classroom @ SEA Airport:
- Starting at the Starbucks behind Alaska Airlines and Frontier/Sun Country ticketing counters at the far-right of the ticketing level. Go down the small hallway on the left of the Starbucks cashier and counters and take the elevator to Floor 2, exiting to your right for the event.
- General Parking will be validated. Bring your parking ticket with you.

** Airport Jobs is a program of Port Jobs. Port Jobs is not the hiring employer for this event. Port Jobs is not responsible for the actions of the hiring employer. **